Dispersive interactions in solution complexes.
Dispersive interactions are known to play a major role in molecular associations in the gas phase and in the solid state. In solution, however, their significance has been disputed in recent years on the basis of several arguments. A major problem until now has been the separation of dispersive and hydrophobic effects, which are both maximized in water due the low polarizability of this most important medium. Analyses of complexes between porphyrins and systematically varied substrates in water have allowed us to discriminate dispersive from hydrophobic effects, as the latter turned out to be negligible for complexations with flat surfaces such as porphyrins. Also, for the first time, it has become possible to obtain binding free energy increments ΔΔG for a multitude of organic residues including halogen, amide, amino, ether, carbonyl, ester, nitro, sulfur, unsatured, and cyclopropane groups, which turned out to be additive. Binding contributions for saturated residues are unmeasurably small, with ΔΔG > 1 kJ/mol, but they increase to, e.g., ΔΔG = 5 kJ/mol for a nitro group, a value not far from, e.g., that of a stacking pyridine ring. Stacking interactions of heteroarenes with porphyrins depend essentially on the size of the arenes, in line with polarizabilities, and seem to be rather independent of the position of nitrogen within the rings. Measurements of halogen derivatives indicate that complexes with porphyrins, cyclodextrins, and pillarenes as hosts in different media consistently show increasing stability from fluorine to iodine as the substituent. This, and the observed sequence with other substrates, is in line with the expected increase in dispersive forces with increasing polarizability. Induced dipoles, which also would increase with polarizability, can be ruled out as providing the driving source in view of the data with halides: the observed stability sequence is opposite the change of electronegativity from fluorine to iodine. The same holds for the solvent effect observed in ethanol-water mixtures. Dispersive contributions vary not only with the polarizability of the used media but also with the interacting receptor sites; it has been shown that for cucurbiturils the polarizability inside the cavity is extremely low, which also explains why hydrophobic effects are maximized with these hosts. Complexations with other known host compounds, however, such as those between cryptands or cavitands with, e.g., noble gases, bear the signature of dominating dispersive forces. Some recent examples illustrate that such van der Waals forces can also play an important role in complexations with proteins. Again, a clue for this is the increase in ΔG for inhibitor binding by 7 kJ/mol for, e.g., a bromine in comparison to a fluorine derivative.